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Promote the preservation,
of hand tools.

study and understanding

Encourage interest in, and better understanding of
crafts and early industries in which these tools
were used.
Discover, identify, classify, document, preserve
and exhibit these tools - in particular special
efforts are to be made regarding the documentation
and preservation of Australian made tools.
Share this knowledge and understanding with others
and with museums, pioneer villages, the National
Trust and similar institutions.
Accomplish these
fellowship.

aims

in a spirit

Editor

Nigel Lampert,

Secretary

Frank Ham,

of

fun

and
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Editor's Note
The author has indicated his willingness because of his
deep interest, to carry out a search of a series of
articles
for the HTPA newsletter on the
history,
development, and effect of tool use on our environment.
Whilst he may act as our guide he would like you to play
a part.
Do you have any historical information that can
be incorporated. Each subscriber will be acknowledged as
well as the original author.
How about it you HTPA'ers, this could turn out to be a
Letters and
useful Australian tool collectors project.
comments are invited, particularly if they can clarify,
elucidate and correct, thus making the text more factual
and interesting.
How many of you still live in the ··stone Age"
your contributions would be extremely helpful?

because

The Editor

JOCK WATSON
With great regret, we record the passing of our
President,
I.H.S.
(Jock) Watson on May 30th
1989.
Jock was present at the meeting that
formed the Hand Tool Preservation Association
in 1983,
and was elected our
inaugural
He already had a large room of his
President.
home set apart as a museum, and we all remember
the happy meetings held at .
Jock and his wife were always ready to welcome
our Association, and Jock kept in touch with a
large number of our members.
His interest and
knowledge in wood, wood turning, and hand tools
will be missed,
but we will remember his
stories, his humour and his friendly personal
ity.
Our thoughts
this time.

are with

his wife and family at
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Secretary's News

1. Display at Wangaratta
As well as transport costs for taking tools to Wangaratta
and a return trip three weeks later, the City of
Wangaratta has made a donation of $200.00 to .our funds.
2.

New Members

3. Spotswood Pumping Station
The Museum of Victoria has taken over the pumping station
and
has made some repairs and increased
security
arrangements.
Tenders have been called for the building
of
a
large museum building behind the
preserved
buildings.
It is pleasing for our members to read of the interest
shown in the planned pumping station museum.
The 3.7ha
site includes engine houses, straining wells, and coal
bunkers. The intention of creating a museum highlighting
the engineering and social history of the site is an
excellent one.
Already the centre has received 20
expressions of interest from contractors.
The project is due for completion early in 1991.
The
project itself is distinct from the main museum which
will be moved to a location in the Southbank precinct.
4. Tool Sale in Sydney - 9th April
The sale was held in a suburban sea scout hall.
there
were approximately 12 tool dealers selling second hand
and antique tools.
Between 300 and 400 people attended
and some interesting tools were available, e.g. Marples
Stanley No 35 wooden
Ultimatum brace sold for $550.00.
bottom plane $140.00 (not sold).
Stanley 27 $85.00.
However there were plenty of cheaper tools available
also.
The dealers also filled a showcase with a display of
uncommon Stanley planes such as No l, No 2C, No 9, No 33,
No 43, No 57, No 72 1/2, No 85, No 144, No 239.
The success of this tool sale makes me feel
sale in Melbourne would be qu1te feas1ble.

a

similar
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5. TATHS (Tool and Trades History Society)
Newsletter No 24 and Volume 5 of the Journal have arrived
and are available from Kees Klep.
A list of TATHS members, names and addresses in the U.K.
and around the world is available if any member wants
this information.
6. New Library Books
(a) Catalogue - James Howarth & Sons 1884
(b)
The Chronicle of the Early American Industries
Association Volumes 12 - 26 1959-1973, 956 pages packed
with information on all subjects on tools and trades.
Both books are available from the Librarian Kees Klep.
7. Display Cases
Jock Watson and John Cairns have done a marvellous job on
the cases which will be stored in the cottage at
"Illawarra".
FRANK HAM
Club Meeting Program
Tuesday 25th July
A moulding and casting evening will be held at the
Foundry School, Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology
from 6.00 p.m. - 9.00 p.m.
Castings will be made of items in grey iron required by
members, but arrangements should be made with Frank Ham
The Foundry School is
or Kees Klep prior to this date.
on the corner of Cardigan and Queensberry Streets with
the entrance in Cardigan Street.
Tuesday 26th September
No d�tails as yet.
Tuesday 28th November
A visit to the School of Patternmaking at R.M.I.T.
6.00 p.m. - 9.00 p.m.
Club Meeting - Jock Watson's, March 28th. 1989
The March meeting was held at the home of our President,
Jock Watson.
Following an initial period of discussion
centred on tools and collecting, most members settled
down to a wandering inspection of Jock's collection.
Inspiring even to those of us who have looked before,
there
seem always to be objects to be
observed,
rediscovered or which have been unseen on previous
occasions.
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This
warm-up
period is an important feature of our
meetings. There is no need to be modest. We have within
our
group
talents and skills which need
to
be
cultivated.
They provide many of the reasons for our
Association and many of us do go home with new ideas and
information gleaned from fellow-members.
Eventually, when our numbers had grown to twenty we were
Beginning
called to order by our secretary Frank Ham.
with thanks to Colin Goldberg for the recently successful
barbecue and to Kees for his fine efforts with a new
Association banner which will grace our displays at
future exhibitions, Frank also made reference to the
ongoing
possibility of a home for the Caine Tool
Collection at Ripponlea.
With business out of the way we were then introduced to
Mr Raynor Beilharz who·gave an interesting explanation
and demonstration of violin-making.
We met with. some
special tools - some very ancient - and special woods and
glues.
The woods provided especial interest, not only
because of their imported cost from Switzerland via
Germany, but because of the tone which they hold. Those
of us who are timber buffs (eccentrics?), prone to smell
and scratch pieces of timber whenever the opportunity
arises, have now added to our repetoire the new skill of
tapping timber for timbre.

VIOLIN MAKING

Raynor Beilharz described some of his own
Germany and the tradition he follows in.

training

in

Wood
European spruce and maple are the selected
timbers.
Some claim to even have discovered the source
from which Stradivarius obtained his timber.
Construction
The backs of violins are usually two
pieces which are quarter-cut and opened like a book.
Timber should be at least eight years old and costs about
$150 to $250 for a single violin.
Basically, whilst
timber selection is critical to the nature of the
resultant instrument the maker 1s very dependent upon the
suppliers of timber in terms of quality.
,Lq_i_nt.�
A clamped joint is used ,·ather than a rubbed
one.
Sections are planed slightly concave before fixing
with hot gluic:.
FJ!l.§.
These are made 111 the Cremonese tradition,
(Cremona being the home town of Stradivarius).
� mould
is used for the shaping of the ribs.
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VIOLIN
(Encyclopaedia Brittanica 9th Edition p.242)
Violin, a stringed instrument employed in orchestral and
chamber music. The body is a resonant box, composed of a
belly, back, and six ribs, all shaped out of thin wood to
various curves, the belly and back being scooped out of
solid slabs, and the ribs planed and bent. The whole is
glued together upon six internal blocks.
Pine is used
for the belly, maple for the other parts.
The external
surface is covered with a fine hard varnish of a brown,
red, orange, or yellow colour, which renders the box more
resonant.
To this box is glued a solid neck or handle,
slightly inclined to the plane of the box, and along the
whole instrument four gut strings are stretched by means
of as many pegs and a tail-piece.
They are tuned in
fifths, and set in vibration with a bow, strung with
horsehair well rubbed with rosin, which is held in the
right hand, the scale being completed by stopping the
strings with the fingers of the left hand, in which the
instrument is held, on an ebony finger-board glued to the
handle, and projecting over the body of the fiddle. The
movable bridge, across which the strings are strained,
forms the spring or mechanical centre of the violin, and
answers to the reed in wood wind-instruments. It has two
feet, of which the treble or right-hand one rests firmly
on that part of the belly which is supported by a sound
post resting on the back, thus forming a rigid centre of
vibration, while the bass or left-hand foot, resting on
the freely-vibrating part of the belly, communicates to
it, and through it to the air in the box, the vibrations
which the bow excites in the strings.
The belly is
strengthened, and its vibration regulated and increased,
by a longitudinal bar glued inside it exactly under the
bass foot of the bridge.
Two incisions in the belly,
called sound-holes, from their letting out the sound,
also facilitate and modify the vibration. The middle pair
of ribs on each side have an inward curvature, to afford
The superficial
the bow better access to the strings.
area of the belly is divided by the bridge into two
approximately equal parts, for an obvious acoustical
reason; but the upper half is longer and narrower than
the lower, which is relatively short and broad.
This
device gives greater length to the vib,-ating portion of
the strings, and hence greater compass to the instrument.
It also brings the bowing place on the strings nearer to
the player.

************
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Let_lers to the Editor
To the Club Secretary
One of the topics often mentioned in letters to the
editor is an interest in home-built machines and tools.
Perhaps there are members of your group who have made
their own machines or tools.
If so, we would like to
hear from them.
Even if they cannot write a complete
by simply providing us with a photo or two, a
article,
sketch
from
which
we can produce
drawings
and
constructional
details from which we can write an
article, they will be helping many readers of The
Australian Woodworker achieve more enjoyment from their
woodworking.
Naturally, we pay for contributions which
are published in the magazine.
Sincerely
Art Burrows
The Australian Woodworker

************

The Training of Tradesmen and Technicians.
Local members may have noticed two recent articles
mentioning
attempts
by the Hawthorn Institute
of
Education to build a collection of artefacts and mementos
relating to the training of our tradesmen. Ann Turner as
head of the Institute's resource centre and Dr Michael
Cigler, a part-time lecturer and archivist, are the two
staff involved. They believe that much of our industrial
past is in grave danger of being lost especially as the
technology of even a decade ago is now superseded.
Ann
and Michael are not collecting for the sake of it but so
that previous developments can give us understanding for
future developments.
The Progress Press of 29th March,
1989 highlighted the
working lives of two local tradesmen, one a coach-builder
and the other a cabinetmaker.
The former tradesmen have
agreed to help Hawthorn Institute make a video about
Tl1ey also showed their worldng tools and
their trades.
outlined the various eyperiences they had in their
respective trades during their working lives.
Many of
the timbers used then are now both prized and rare. Those
interested in further information should contact the
Institute on 810 3360.

1 1

!1Y-_ Other Interests
Jock Watson
As well being in the HTPA, I have been a member of the
International Wood Collector's Society in America for 13
years.
My membership no. is 1778 and the latest members
number is 4692.
There are currently about 1400 members,
of which USA has 93% and the other 7% is thinly scattered
throughout the rest of the world. Australia has the next
most members to USA with 34, nine of which are in
Victoria. As the members are so scattered we only have a
get-together on the occasion of a visit from an American
member.
The purpose of the Society is:To encourage others in developing
collection.

a

proficient

wood

To disseminate information pertinent and instructive
those interested in working with wood.

to

To encourage the exchange of wood samples (Standard size
6"x3''x 1/2") by members from all parts of the world.
To encourage quality and creative craftmanship with
innovative uses of wood.
To assist in accurate identification and
of wood specimens.

the

classification

Most members are involved in at least one or two of the
following:- wood turning, carving, furniture, cabinets,
boxes,
marquetry, toys, puzzles and novelties, and
collecting wood samples.
In USA they have Regional Meetings in different States
nearly every month.
We had an Australian Regional
meeting in the Meat Market last September, the first
ever outside the USA.
Attending were members from the
USA and NZ as well as local and interstate.
At every
Regional meeting in USA and here, a wood auction is held
of pieces of wood, all sizes and varieties donated by
members, the proceeds going to the Society.
I keep in touch with two of the most active local
members,
who although they are in the engineering
business, make wood working their hobby, and are both
expert wood turners.
They also do a deal of sample
swopping with USA members.
Another member is an expert
carver and has exhibited his carvings in the City on
numerous occasions.
I collect different wood for samples, also larger pieces
of the more colourful grained timbers for wood turning
generally, and for the replacement of handles of the ma11y
different lcols in my collection.
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Some
like
etc.
they

of the USA members have picked out a certain object
bowls, goblets, plates, gavels, birds, and animals
and turn or carve them in as many different woods as
can acquire.

In the monthly magazine of the Society, from time to
time, are photos of the work of the more expert wood
turners and carvers. I have photo copied some of these
photos, but in black and white they don't show up as well
as in colour.

************
Stone Tools from 31,000 years ago
The Age (23.3.89) held a fascinating front page article
together with this accompanying photograph.
Carbon
dating of stone tools and animal bones from three rock
shelters
in
south-central
Tasmania
surprised
archaeologists by dating to 31,000 years ago rather than
14,000 years.
At this stage
the expected 12,000
Tasmania was joined to the mainland.
The unexpected
dating result means that current theories about the
colonisation of Tasmania are having to be revised.
The
previous belief was that the first aborigines colonised
the coastal areas and then moved inland along the rivers.
But it seems that this was not the pattern.
The
Tasmanian aborigines do not seem to have been isolated
there but rather can be seen to have adapted superbly.
found
Already up to 50,000 stone tools have been
including a superior purpose-made stone tool previously
only found in Western Australia.

Caves reveal stone tools from 31,000 years ago

New light on theories
of first" Tasmanians

MaQ... ang_ his Tools - A force for change
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Watson Cutter

"Shall the axe boast itself against him that heweth
therewith? or shall the saw magnify itself against him
that shaketh it?" (Isaiah 10.15)
Man differs from the animals by his ability to change his
environment with ingenuity, by designing and fashioning
tools.
Man always has had an inbuilt set of tools; his
arms, legs, fingers, finger nails, eyes and teeth. He is
no different to the animals in this regard, except in the
degree and efficiency with which he uses or has to use
them.
Increasingly over the millennia he gained brain
power,
then
he began to visualize the scope for
increasing his efficiency and producing tools to enable
the potential mechanical advantages of his body to be
fully realised.
He had a great incentive, the tools he
fashioned saved wear and tear on his natural parts.
Change in all things is now occurring very rapidly, but
it was not always so.
So it was with tools.
Doubtless
changes now occurring are the result of man's ability to
quickly design new tools; for example, the computer. But
is the computer really a tool or merely a contrivance?
Were his arms and legs really tools?
By definition, as we shall see more clearly later, a tool
is an "extension of man" it cannot perform work by itself
and man cannot work and reach his limits without it. The
combination of man and tool is a powerful force indeed
for environmental change; be it for good or evil.
The
reader will have to decide which.
With
some rough analogy and reference to Maslow's
"Hierarchy of Needs", tools have played a part in
establishing the environment, and throughout time they
have been employed in satisfying man's needs. This is
even more pertinent in modern times, although in some
developed countries like Australia, the first four levels
of needs (See Fig. 1.) (see next page) are taken as a
matter of course (if not for granted) and more and more
emphasis and time is given to the accumulation of
knowledge and the subsequent application of this to
create, with his tools, wonderfully crafted works of art
and all manner of things. This aside, some of the worlds
most beautiful works took place when tools were very
rudimentary. At this stage we should be determining what
a tool is, for it has been stated rightly or wrongly that
arms and legs and computers may be tools.
You are
referred to the opinion of A. Rigg MA, as expressed in
the Cantor Lectures delivered before the ··society of
Arts" in England at the end of last centu,·y.
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[A tool may be considered to be "any implement used for
performing or facilitating mechanical operation· or "for
enabling man to change the form of material"; but perhaps
the second definition is too restrictive and if it is
adopted certain so called tools will be found to be mere
contrivances. According to it, a chisel or a hammer is a
tool but the boxing of a chisel or a plane and the handle
of a hammer are contrivances, for by them the mode of
application and the power of the tools are extended and
varied; and according to the second definition a vice, a
soldering bit, a nail, a square, are not tools but
contrivances only)
This makes us think about our subject more deeply but
only to possibly draw distinctions, and we don't want to
be left, for the purposes of this work, not knowing what
it is we are talking about.
The "Hamlyn Encyclopaedia World Dictionary" helps us by
taking the esoteric nature of Rigg's argument away and
defining a tool as follows:[An instrument, especially one held in the hand for
performing or facilitating mechanical operations, such as
a hammer, a saw, a file etc.]
Tools can be classified in a number of ways and
Mercer (c 1929) classified them thus:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Felling, splitting and log sawing.
Moving and measuring.
Holding and gripping.
Surfacing, chipping and paring.
st·,ap,ng and fitting.
Fastening and unfastening.
Sharpening.

indeed
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Perhaps the only other "action" we can add is "boring and
drilling", inserted logically between categories 5 and 6.
There are no doubt other ways. If a tool is an extension
of man,
then pushing,
pulling,
sliding, turning,
twisting, gripping, sighting, and hitting, or any of mans
normal
physiological actions may suggest worthwhile
categorization.
The order is not particularly important
except when one is exploring the history of tools and
atlempting to determine the first or predominant action
leading to development.
It is of vital importance when looking back, wel 1 into
the early Stone Age, to recognize and contemplate the
progressive and logical development of tools and the use
of the same principles and dynamics used in modern tools.
It is as though some far-seeing guiding force had given
the earliest man a complete insight into al 1
the
mechanics that were necessary to design and fashion
tools.
However if man had been shaped differently would
his tools be as they are now?
When researching tool evolution it is not easy to get
back to just on 300,000 years when it is considered that
the use of (recognizable) tools had just begun.
Much of
the available information is based on archaeological
conjecture, folk lore and perhaps imagination.
There
were no books, perhaps no language and certainly not the
likes of W.W. Goodman to chronicle the events.
One
reference or find may have some significance, but it does
not make a fact on the time scale.
However a number of
similar fi�ds over a widespread area covering a number of
years, tends to build up information which ultimately can
be used as reasonable evidence that a particular class or
form of tool, was in use or available to early craftsmen.
Was he so early a craftsman?
So important has been the development of tools that eath
of the great divisions of the history of mankind has been
named after the material that was used for shaping
tools.
The ages of mankind are:-

*
*
*

Stone Age - Unground tools - Old Stone Age
Ground tools - New Stone Age
Bronze (or Copper) Age
Iron Age - le�ding into the Steel Age

Then depending upon your definition of a tool the Modern
Ages could well become the *
•

Macl1 ine Age
c,bernetic IRcbo 1c) hge
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This
work will not deal with the latter, however
important and interesting those developments may be, but
will continue its research amongst hand held tools.
Suffice to say that neither machines nor computers would
be
around with out mans early extension
to
his
physiological limit - the hand held tool.
W.L. Goodman in his classic work on the "History of
Woodworking
Tools"
commences his history
in
the
Mesolithic period of Europe and Middle East at about
8,000 B.C.,
but the use of tools goes back much further
into
the
Palaeolithic
period
which
(somewhat
incomprehensibly) goes back 1,750,000 years.
There is
firm evidence of tool use at the 300,000 year mark and
whilst we have no way of telling whether it was by design
or chance we see the rudiments of certain tool shapes as
we know them today.
This period was characterised by tools of naturally
shaped or crudely chipped stone.
The next era, the
Mesolithic period, which extended from 10,000 to 8,000
years B.C. was really a transition period when evidence
indicates a change from chipped stone to polished or
ground stone - the principal characteristic of the next
period, the Neolithic period. This latter period lasted
from 8,000 to 3,000 B.C. when the smelting of metals
first began.
It is essential for the reader to realise that the above
dating is not precise and that it applies to the most
advanced
areas
of "civilization".
It should
lbe
remembered also that in some areas such as Australia and
Papua/New Guinea, the Stone Age lasted until the coming
of the European, and well into the 20th Century.
In order to get early history into some perspective it is
necessary to try to compress the large amount of time
into some dimension that can be readily understood.
Thus Fig.
2 in the form of a series of column charts,
shows principle tool using events.
Remember there is no
more a Universal Stone, Bronze or Iron Age, than there is
a universal age of infants o,· gr01-1n men; for races have
been in the past like individuals, some in infancy and
some in decay. The use of iron was known 3 to 4 thousand
years ago but, it wasn't used or available by some races
until relatively recently.
Tools and man are thus linked inexorably together and n�
doubt it will be ev01· thus.
It is sad in a 1�ay that "to
1-101·1<. v11th the toe-ls" has tended t::i become a der·ogato11·y
form of description as man's need fo,· supe1·ior·ity leads
him into different directions.
Modern craftwor� may be
find·ing c:i ,vay bac.l I f'ielvin3 into the histor·y of tools is
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a somewhat humbling experience because it places our time
span into a total dimension of man's time on earth and
how apparently, he has always used tools to shape his
form of civilization and the environment he lives in.
How long has the simple chisel been under development and
will it be different or even extinct in another 300,000
years?
References
The Stone Age Hunters - Graham Clark
Prehistoric Britain - Keith Branigan
Collins Field Guide to Archaeology in Britain
- Eric S. Wood
Later Stone Implements
(Shire Archaeology Series) - Michael Pitts
The History of Woodworking Tools - W.L. Goodman
Ironwork (South Kensington Museum Art Handbook)
J. Starkie Gardner
Everyman's Encyclopaedia

MECHANICAL MOVEMENTS.

36. Mang-le-wheel and pinion-so called
from their application to mangles-converts
continuous rotary motion of pinion lruo re
ciprocating rotary motion of wheel. The
shaft of pinion has a vibratory motion, and
worh in a straight slot cut In the upright
stationary bar to allow the pinion to rise and
fall and work inside and outside of,the gear
ing of the wheel. The slot cut In the face of
the mangle-wheel and following its outline is
to receive and guide the pinion.shaft and
keep the pinion in gear.
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fOR SALE
Stanley Planes - No 4, mint and boxed $50, No 4 1/2 mint
and boxed $120, No 5 mint and boxed with instructions
$150, No 10, Good, part label on handle $125, No 10 1/4,
Rare, fair condition $275, No 79, Early, fair condition
$50, No 79, Circa 1930, Mint $50, No 97, Rare, fair
condition $150, No 112, Good, replaced handle, $90, No
444, Rare, original box but no lid. Complete with spare
cutter,
4
blades
in original box with lid
and
screwdriver. Main guide broken and half missing.
Fair
condition, $400.
Contact Bill Cooper
WANTED

* Six

(6) Lever caps to suit No 5 planes.
but preferably Stanley.
Planes being
technical school.
Contact Rob Fuller

*Backing iron and cutter to suit No 8 plane.
Contact David James .

************
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